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Editorial                                     

 

 

 

This month we focus on international successes for Stragglers.  
 

Read Paul Graham’s report from the World Masters in Lyon. 

 

In other endurance news, we have a report from Ride London (thanks to all 

Stragglers who manned the feed station in Hampton Court) and a 50 mile 

Endure event. 

 

This month the Stragglers summer road league concluded with the 

Wimbledon 5k. As I write this the final test match of the summer is on-going 

meaning, whether we like it or not, attention will soon be switching to winter 

races. 

 

With this in mind I’ve compiled a list of a few popular local races, with entry 

details as a few are already open. 

 

Thanks to everyone who has contributed to this issue and to Dave and Steve 

for their help putting the issue together. The deadline for September’s issue 

is September 24th. Send things to Stragmag@stragglers.org 

 

 

 

 

Simon Webb 
 

 
 

 

mailto:Stragmag@stragglers.org
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Strags News in Brief            
 

Silver for Stragglers at World Masters! - Paul Cheetham wins Silver in 

team event 

 

World Masters Athletics Championships were held in Lyon 4-16 August. 98 

countries and over 8,000 athletes took part. GB and Northern Ireland came 

4th in the overall medals table. 

  

Paul Graham and Paul Cheetham ran the Marathon. Paul C was second Brit 

home in 2:44 and 12th M40 and as part of the first 3 to count from each 

country won a silver team medal with a team time of 8hrs03. France won 

gold with 7hr53. 

 

Read on for Paul Graham’s report. 

 

The first weekend in September has two local relays, including our own 

River Relay. 

 

On Saturday September 5 the Surrey Road Relays take place at the 

Wimbledon Park track at 12pm. This is usually a very competitive and 

popular fixture run over a 3-mile lap on the surrounding roads, with team 

sizes varying between 3 and 6 depending upon age category. To enter contact 

either Steve Sandham or Sarah Winter. 

 

River Relay call-out follows this news section. 

 

 

 
 

The Stragglers charity auction returns on November 12. This is always 

a fantastic evening that sees the club raise a considerable amount for a 

chosen charity. Details on the event and a request to donate items will follow 

in the next issue, but do keep the date free. 
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Stragglers 

River Relay 

6th Sept 

2015 
 

 

Malcolm and Helen Davies have volunteers to organize some teams 

for this year’s River Relay. They have five teams already but may 

need more people, or injury cover. 
 

It’s a great event with stages ranging from 4.4 miles to 6.5 miles, following 

the River Thames, on easy terrain and with little navigating needed. 

 

The first stage begins at 9 am at Boveney near Windsor (end of Green Belt 

Relay leg 2 for those who have done this). The race finishes at the Hawker 

Centre a few hours later. 

 

Entry is £10 per runner, with most of the money going to charities nominated 

by teams taking part. 

 

Malcolm and Helen have two completed teams so far, largely made up of 

Thursday night regulars. 

 

Last year had a record number of teams from the club, representing Little 

Feet, the Thames Ditton group and Hampton Hill Star Runners as well as 

Thursday nighters, and it would be great to match this. 

 

If you’re interested speak to either Malcolm or Helen on a 

Thursday night, or email malcolmdavies@blueyonder.co.uk 

 

 

 

mailto:malcolmdavies@blueyonder.co.uk
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Stragglers Summer Road 

League 2015 
 

 
 

After a series of 8 races, the Wimbledon 5k brought the 2015 Road 

Championships to an end. 

Overall winners are Chris Walmsley (M40) and Dee Smale (F55).  

 170 runners took part, completing 1 or more races.  

 The best 4 results out of the 8 races counted for the competition.  

 Andy Wingate ran all 8! 

Well done to all who took part! 

Category Winners 

Tiago Ramos 

Steve Smith 

Andy Wingate 

Emily Cartwright 

Helen Davies  

Emma Wingate 
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World Masters 

- Lyon 

 

After watching the European Masters as a 

spectator last summer, I got a little taste for 

maybe giving it a go myself.  

However, for some reason the marathon still appeals to me and I figured that 

if you are going to travel to Lyon for a race it may as well be worth doing. It 

has also been 18 years since my last marathon so I really wanted to give it 

another go after so many injury hit years. 

The week leading up to our departure was a little hectic but once we arrived 

in Lyon it was clear that there would be enough to keep us occupied. One of 

the joys of tapering is getting to look around a bit on your runs and the Parc 

de Tete has an array of animals on view including terrapins, giraffes, 

flamingos, lions, alligators, porcupines and ostriches amongst other 

creatures. Very distracting for a jogger. 

I had also entered the 5k track race as a last hard run prior the marathon. 

The forecast was for the temperature to hit 38c at the time of the race, but it 

was a lot hotter trackside. The build up is a little different to other track 

events as there are strict times to be in the call room and warm-up area and 

then you get led out onto the track by the officials. For normal track events 
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you can enter and start warming up on the track and once this year I turned 

up with the wrong number on another occasion I even ran in my wife's vest. 

This was very more official.  But the camaraderie was great amongst the 

runners and officials.  

Although it was hot I was in the first of three heats which was a little 

unlucky as on paper I was the fastest in the field. This meant that at half 

way I had a good lead and was able to ease back a little and save a little 

energy for the marathon with a win in the bag. 

 

I got in touch with Paul Cheetham, a fellow Straggler, who finished 4th in his 

age group in the European Masters in Izmir (Turkey) last year, for some 

advice about the marathon and drink stations. It was nice to get some advice 

from someone who has experience of this sort of thing. We arranged to meet 

up at the start of the marathon as Paul had kindly brought some plasters for 

me. When I arrived at the stadium it was dark and the gates were closed. A 

chaotic scene. I never did meet up with Paul who ended up running the 

marathon with my plasters in his pocket. 

The course was four laps, pretty uninspiring and quite gravely in places with 

some 360 degree turns. Not your standard marathon course. 

The start was a melee as the half and fall marathon races were combined, 

and everyone in their respective age groups were very competitive and eager 

to get a good start. This meant that there was a lot of heaving and scrambling 

as people climbed over each other. I was just unlucky to be standing next to a 

metal pole that fell hitting my side and this aggravated my right hip. I soon 

knew I had a problem as my leg went numb at the beginning of the second 

lap. The upshot was I just couldn't run well and needed to stop for an elbow 

in the butt on a couple of occasions to just 

enable me to get round. 

My overall feelings of the day are that I'd like 

to have been more competitive rather than get 

round, but having given up running to coach 

and do the odd parkrun, I guess it is still quite 

an achievement to even get into some kind of 

shape to complete a marathon.  

Paul Cheetham (pictured right) had a better 

time of things finishing 12th in the 40-44 

category and collecting a GB team silver. 
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 Pictured here, the silver medalist team. 

Paul C is on the left.  

I was 25th (halfway down) and was 4th 

GB V40-44, a long way off the pace 

unfortunately in 3.02. 

I'd like to do another and more successful 

marathon, but next time I will need to 

manage other commitments as I lacked 

tempo runs, half marathon races and a 

long run (20 miler), so I'm taking that 

from the experience.  

But I really liked being part of the 

international Masters scene and 

hopefully will be back for many decades 

to come. That's a terrifying thought! 

 

 

  Paul Graham (Peej) 

 

[
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Stragglers Structured 

Training 
 

I am fairly sure that most of the club membership will be aware of 

The Structured Training Group, and of its aim in providing a 

group training environment, that follows a "smart" training ethos. 
 

The group belongs to the club and all the club members and whilst we have 

many regulars in the group we also have members who use the group on an 

ad-hoc basis, there is no register or expectation of attendance so please do not 

be put off by the perception that we are following a strict military discipline 

code. Give it a go and you may surprise yourself. 

 

 The group meets on Tuesday at Ham Common at 19:15. With Emma 

and Pam. 

 

 On Thursday at the Hawker Centre at 19:30. Any combination of 

Emma, Pam, Mark and Kev will lead the group. 
 

 

 On Sunday morning at the Pheasantry cafe in Bushy Park at 09:00. 

With Mark, Emma and Pam. 

 

We do have our own Facebook page and regulars are on the group email list, 

these are both administered by Emma, so if you are interested may I suggest 

you jump into a Thursday session and take it from there. 

 

We are currently aiming for 10k races in September and October 

and preparing for a solid cross country season. 
 

 

Kev B 
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Committee Profile 

 – Helen Davies 
 

With four new members of the committee 

we’ve new names to get to know in this 

spot in the Stragmag. First up, Helen 

Davies. 
 

How long have you been a runner and why 

did you choose running as a sport? 

 

Running chose me!  My mother helped run the 

local running club, Frodsham Harriers, and by 

aged 6 or 7, I would be taken to club nights 

rather than be under my Dad’s feet, and it 

wasn’t long before I was joining in.  I did my first 

800m track race for the club aged 8! 

 

I ran continuously until my early twenties competing on the track and in 

cross-country, and then injury struck.  After 5 years of trying to sort the 

problem and a failed operation, I gave up on the idea of ever running again.  

In total twenty years later, a new running chapter began. 

 

When did you join The Stragglers and how did you first hear about 

us? 

I joined The Stragglers about 4 years ago.  My husband, Malcolm was already 

a member, and what inspired me to try running again was watching parkrun.  

Once I had managed to run 5K pain free, my goal became a 10K, and I joined 

The Stragglers so I could enter the Club 10K.  Since then I have kept 

running, and proved miracles can happen.   

 

Do you have a favourite running distance and favourite race? 

 

My first love will always be the track, and I have raced everything from 100m 

to 1500m, but the 400m Hurdles has a special place in my heart; there is a 

great feeling when you get your stride pattern right and the hurdles feel 

effortless (I would add there were many times when that didn’t happen, and 

it certainly didn’t feel like that in the last 100m!) 

 

I also always loved relays on the track, and on returning to running that 

hasn’t changed.  My favourite race; I can’t decide between Welsh Castles 
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Relay and Round Norfolk Relay!    The relays are a great way to get to know 

club members, and feel very much part of a journey and a team effort. 

 

What do you consider your greatest running achievement to date and 

do you have any unfulfilled ambitions in running? 

 

Never did I dream of ever running again, and the fact I have even now 

managed 7 half-marathons defies logic, particularly as my legs only allow me 

to train once a week! So perhaps this is my greatest achievement.  It has 

required a lot of hard work doing strength and stretch exercises numerous 

evenings a week. 

 

From my younger days, it’s hard to pick my greatest achievement. My first 

Cheshire county title at 800m when I was 12 has always had special 

memories for being my first, and it was an unexpected win against the form 

book, but this was back in 1982 and I had taken note of Seb Coe’s tactics!   I 

am proud of having represented my county for both cross-country and on the 

track, and I was ranked in the top 10 in the UK for 400m Hurdles in the 

Under 18 category in 1987, but that may have been because less people tried 

the event that is often known as the ‘man’ killer! 

 

I have plenty of unfilled ambitions, and I have to admit regrets.  I will never 

know what I could have achieved on the track if I had been able to continue 

throughout my twenties.  My ambition now is to run my first and only 

marathon by my 50th year as an age defying act!   And maybe one day to put 

on a pair of running spikes and hit the track again. 

 

What do you most like about The Stragglers and how would you like 

to see the club develop? What do you hope to achieve whilst you’re on 

the committee? 

 

What appeals to me most about The Stragglers is the fundamental ethos that 

everyone matters whatever your running ability; it is about participating not 

about being the best. Also it is the sense of community it provides.  I love 

seeing other Stragglers out and about in the evening or weekend, and just 

being able to say hello.  The more of us who wear our club kit whilst out 

running, the more we are contributing to this community. 

 

I wanted to join the committee to give something back for all the voluntary 

support I have benefitted from in the past.   I would like there to be a greater 

proportion of women in the club, and more women taking part in the races.  

So more Stragglers’ women in events such as the club road championships 

and relays, and in particular, an all-female team in next year’s Green Belt 

Relay would be fantastic. Also, I would like to see the club build on the recent 
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coaching developments, and focus on aspects such as core strength and 

flexibility that will help us not only improve but also prevent injury, and help 

us continue to participate in our chosen sport. 

 

Personal Bests 

You are spared from all my personal bests from my younger days, as I would 

have had to root through the files I have in the loft, and the Stragmag editor 

gave me a tight deadline! 

Personal Bests from my second running era: 

5K      22:49   July 2015 

10K    46:44  July 2015 

10 miles   79:59   April 2015 

Half-marathon 1:44:12  May 2015 

 

 
 

Four great exercises that 

help increase leg strength 

and prevent injury:  
 

 

(1) Partial squats:  
 

 

Stand with your left foot directly under 

your left shoulder, keeping your left 

knee just slightly flexed and 

maintaining relaxed, fairly erect 

posture. Most of your body weight 

should be directed through the heel to 

mid-portion of your left foot. Your right 

leg should be flexed at the knee so that 

the right foot is not touching the ground 

at all - your right foot is literally 

suspended in air (however, you may 

occasionally need to 'spot-touch' the 

floor for balance with your trailing leg). 

 

From this position for the partial squat you should just go down about half 

the way of a full squat. Then, return to the starting position, maintaining 

nywhere in the document. Use the Text 

Box Tools tab to change the formatting 

of the pull quote text box.] 
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upright posture with your trunk. That's one rep! 

 

So far so good - but you have lots more work to do! Continue in the manner 

described above until you have completed 10 reps (10 partial squats). Then - 

without resting - descend into the 11th partial squat, but instead of rising 

back up hold the partial-squat position for 10 full seconds.  

 

After completing 10 seconds in the static-hold position, immediately - without 

resting - rattle off 10 more reps, maintain the static hold for 10 seconds 

again, hit 10 more reps, and then hold statically for 10 more seconds. That's 

one set on one of your legs! 

 

To summarise, a set proceeds as follows (with no recovery at all within the 

set): 

 

(A) 10 partial squats 

(B) 10 seconds of holding your leg and body in the half squat position 

(C) 10 partial squats 

(D) 10 seconds of holding 

(E) 10 partial squats 

(F) 10 seconds of holding 

 

Once you have completed a set with one leg, immediately perform a set with 

your other leg.  

 

(2) One-leg squats with lateral hops  

(This exercise hits hard, so it is not for the beginner!). 

 

To carry out this amazing exercise, stand 

with your left foot forward and your right 

foot back, with your feet about one shin-

length apart (they should be hip-width 

apart from side to side).  

 

You may place the toes of your right foot 

on a block or step that is six to eight 

inches high to aid balance. Most of your 

weight should be directed through the 

mid-portion of your left foot.  

 

Now, bend your left leg and lower your 

body until your left knee reaches an angle 

of 90 degrees between the thigh and the back of the lower part of the leg.  
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Once your left knee reaches this 90-degree angle, hop laterally with your left 

foot about six to 10 inches (your right foot must stay in place), hop back to the 

centre position, and then hop medially (to the right when your left leg is 

forward) for six to 10 inches, before coming back to the centre position.  

 

Once you are back at the centre position, return to the starting position, 

straightening out your left leg, holding your hands at your sides, and 

maintaining upright posture with your trunk. That's one rep! 

 

For starters, complete about 10 reps with your left leg and the same number 

on your right. Rest for a moment, and then hit a second set of 10 reps on each 

leg. Wait 24 hours, and then apply ice heavily to your quads and glutes. After 

48 to 72 hours, you may carry out the exercise again. 

 

 

For the following routines, use a round wobble (or balance) board on a wooden 

floor or firm, carpeted surface. 

 

(3) Balance-board moves 
 

 

(A) Side-to-side edge taps. Place one foot 

directly in the middle of the platform, and 

note that your board is unstable in all 

directions (planes).  

 

Slowly and deliberately touch or 'tap' the 

lateral edges of the platform to the ground 

(left edge, right edge, left, right, etc) for 

about one minute.  

 

Maintain full control at all times, avoiding 

hasty motions of the balance board. If the 

exercise is too difficult at first, place the 

toes of your other foot on the ground 

behind the wobble board for better balance. Once the minute is up, repeat the 

exercise on the opposite foot. 

 

(B) Front-to-back edge taps. These are just like the side-to-side exercise, 

except that you are touching the front edge of the balance board to the floor, 

then the back edge, etc. Do it for a minute on your left foot and then a minute 

on your right. 

 

(C) Edge circles. Place your left foot in the centre of the wobble board, and 
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then slowly and deliberately touch the edge of the platform to the floor, 

rotating this 'edge touch' in a clockwise fashion so that an edge of the 

platform is in contact with the floor at all times.  

 

The actual motion must be very slow and controlled to gain full benefit from 

the exercise and should be performed for one minute without stopping. As 

before, place the opposite foot on the ground behind you if a full one-leg 

balance proves too challenging. Once you have rotated for one minute on one 

foot, change to the other. 

 

(D) Counter-clockwise edge circles. These are the same as the edge circles, 

except that you are now rolling the edge along in a counter-clockwise 

direction. 

 

(4) Downhill hops 

Running or hopping downhill increases the ground-reaction forces 

experienced by the foot and leg, compared with running or hopping on level 

ground (or uphill). Forcing the 

legs to respond to these higher 

forces has an overall 

strengthening effect.  

Start with a moderate decline of 

about 3%, and hop downhill on 

your right foot for about 20 metres 

or so, staying relaxed at all times, 

looking ahead (not down at your 

right foot), and achieving good 

springiness with your right ankle. 

Jog back up, repeat with the left 

foot, and your first set is complete. 

Rest for a moment if necessary, 

and then carry out two more sets. 

As you get stronger and more 

coordinated, you can increase your 

speed of hopping, the lengths of the slope, and of course the decline. Don't try 

for long leaps as you go downhill; you are looking for quick, efficient bounces, 

minimising energy cost and 'pogo-sticking' your way down the hill (i.e. using 

the elastic energy of your ankles and legs as much as possible). 

 

Helen Westerby-Cox  

 

Sports Therapist    www.helenwesterbycox.com 

55 Kelvedon Close, Kingston, Surrey, KT2 5LF, 07950 588231          

 

http://www.helenwesterbycox.com/
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Winter Races 

 

Yeah OK so summer isn’t over yet, but some of the most popular races of the 

winter for Stragglers will soon be opening entries. Some of these fill up pretty 

quickly, so below is a list of events, their  2016 date and when you can enter. 

 

All entry fees are for affiliated runners. If you’re not a member of England 

Athletics, typically the entry fee will be £2 more, but check individual races. 

 

Tadworth 10 

Date: Sunday January 3rd 

Entries open: already open 

Entry fee: £12 (early bird until October 13th or first 250 entries reached) 

 

Wokingham Half Marathon 

Date of Race: Sunday February 21st 

Entries open: from September, exact date as yet unconfirmed 

Entry fee: £22 

 

Hampton Court Half 

Date: Sunday February 21st 

Entries open: already open 

Entry fee: £29 

 

Maidenhead 10 

Date: Friday March 25th – Good Friday 

Entries open: date TBC 

Entry fee: TBC 

 

Ranelagh Half Marathon 

Date: Sunday May 1st 

Entries open: already open 

Entry fee: £16 
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Endure 2015  
 

50 Mile Ultra night run. 

18/19th July. 
Location: Beale Park. 

Pangbourne, nr. Reading. 

 

Last September, flicking 

through internet waffle looking 

for a challenge I came across 

this. I’d never run through the 

night before, or run more than 

50k in one go and so the idea 

became reality. No time to think about the consequences. Within 5 minutes of 

form filling and payment making I’d secured my place. 

 

Ashmei, the company behind the organisation deal in race solutions and are 

very much a professional outfit using up to date technology to perform 

timing, photography and planning at racing events. They have a variety of 

ultras including 24hr and 12hr endurance races. 

 

This one is a multi entrant and combines 50k, 50m, 12 hour solo, 12 hr pairs, 

team male, team female and team mixed. 

 

I chose 50m as it was a challenge to run the distance in less than 12hrs 

for me although I was tempted to run as far as I could in 12hrs, although this 

would allow more chance of ducking out for a couple of hrs kip whereas I 

wanted to concentrate on 50miles in a’best’ time. 

 

I spent several weeks prior to the day sorting out kit, food, tent and 

first aid to ensure I had got everything planned for any eventuality. It could 

rain, strong winds, boiling hot sun. These were just weather scenarios and 

with that in mind I had enough kit for all conditions. 

 

Having never run through the night before I really had no idea how my 

nutrition would go so I just based my knowledge on what I’d done for a 

marathon. Plenty of carbs before, plenty of protein after and gels, caffeine 

and sugar whilst running. 

 

On arrival around noon on the Saturday I parked up in camp site A next to 

the course entrance/ exit point for runners leaving the 5 mile circuit for toilet, 
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food or change over if running in teams. It was also a place where you could 

leave and go to your tent for a sleep if you felt it had become too much. 

 

As I pulled up in my fully laden Mini a nice Welsh guy named ‘Carl’, 

immediately set about helping me pitch my tent and talking ‘shop’. 

Everything from running shoes to running events. Nutrition and cross 

training became topics of keen interest as we discussed our own preferences. 

 

We now had Carl’s girlfriend bring us freshly made coffee from their camping 

stove and so the afternoon slipped by, sitting in the sun and chatting away 

with Carl and his very bubbly and amusing girlfriend Kirsty. 

 

We made our way to registration around 3pm where I received my 

number, (2 fat ladies), and timing chip. A map of the course showed wooded 

sections, fields and tow path. With about 1 mile of road it was a difficult call 

as to which shoe to opt for. As the ground was hard and rain hadn’t been 

forecast until next morning at 5am I opted for road shoe. I had trail shoes 

and would change into them if necessary. 

 

I had some lunch consisting of chicken and avocado sandwiches and a bowl of 

quinoa, spinach, pine nuts and goats cheese. I slipped into my tent for a 

couple of hours to try and sleep but by now it was like a sauna in there and 

loads more people were turning up with bbq’s, music and some joviality all 

kicking off it was time to hit the caffeine again!!! 

A final meal of banana, flapjack, nuts and dried fruit at about 5.30pm left me 

ready. All I took on board up to the race start now was water. 

 

Nerves were on edge by 6pm as I started to kit up and decide how to lay 

the rest out ready to come back and grab, change or eat if necessary. At 

6.45pm we made our way to the briefing before lining up. As it had clouded 

over and light was slightly dulled, we were told that head torches would have 

to be worn from 8pm until 4.30 am whilst running. I went back to my car and 

grabbed my ‘Silva’. I thought that doing one or two laps and then having to 

come back for my head torch was time wasted, so, like many others I started 

with it. 

 

The start went well, a few minutes after 7pm, and all the 50 milers and 

12 hr solo runners were left behind as the team runners sped off like 

greyhounds! 

 

I had predicted I would pace myself as I would for a marathon as getting the 

first 3 laps in before we lost the light would give me a good idea of the 

terrain, pick out a running line and know which sides to avoid along the tow 

path and wooded sections. 
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It worked well with my first 3 laps between 45 and 47 minutes I felt good 

about 15miles in the bag before the head torch went on just prior to starting 

lap 4 at about 9.02 pm. 

 

Part of the run was through Beale Park. It took us past an open air 

swimming pool and into a wild life park. All the animals were concrete/ 

wooden replicas of giraffes, elephants, gorillas etc which during the light runs 

were great. Now running with torchlight it took on a rather eerie feel and 

with the night noises one could imagine ‘Jurassic park’. Any moment I felt 

these animals were going to start moving and because of weird shadowing 

effects from a moving torchlight they sometimes did look as if they were 

moving! I think this helped my quick times through this section! 

 

Thankfully, although temperatures at the start were 24c, the night never fell 

below 14c and for most of the night remained humid and warm enough to 

stay in running vest and shorts. 

I decided I’d get 5 laps in before making any stops. This plan extended to the 

next lap. 30 miles and I’d broken its back. With 4 laps to go I had a 

psychological boost that now I could relax a little and if necessary stop for 

food. 

 

This plan, although never changed, became an absolute necessity to get out 

and eat. 

I’d been running on gels and water. By 0030hrs I’d developed stomach aches 

and although I felt dehydrated every time I drank water I felt sharp pains. I 

ran on. 2 miles to go to complete lap 6 and I’d get out and eat something. 

 

I knew it was touch and go. I stopped in the woods for a toilet break 

because my stomach felt bad. I was now almost doubled over and could only 

think of chocolate! I realised I needed sugary sweets. Not gels anymore. 

 

I managed to get lap 6 finished and, knowing I didn’t have chocolate with me, 

went over to the main bbq. There I bought a hot chocolate drink, a double 

mars bar, double snickers and a banana. As I scoffed on this lot I went to the 

car where I had packets of baby food and ate a couple of puddings, apple, 

peach and custard! 

 

My times for laps 4, 5 and 6 were 52.58, 55.25 and 1.06.30 respectively, which 

shows although I had slowed down a bit; the stomach problem hadn’t cost me 

dearly. I was now losing time on lap 7 as I had been out eating. I made my 

way to the start point and after completion of lap 7 my time was 1.18.12. This 

meant I’d been out for approx 15 mins eating. It was also a big boost to get 

through with no more stomach pain, (just plenty of wind!!), and now knowing 
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that I would be starting lap 8 which after completion would be 40 miles in. A 

big morale boost. 

 

At this point it had become very quiet with most 50k runners finished, 

many 12 hour endurance runners taking time out. I never quite get this, that 

they stop and kip for a couple of hours!!!! The loneliness of the long distance 

runner. It was desolate on the tow path. The only company I had in the woods 

were roaming sheep. The odd bobbing head torch could be seen in the 

distance and every now and then a pair of fresh legs would come bounding 

past me doing their 40 min lap before retiring. 

 

Lap 8 was timed at 1.01 37 which meant I was feeling fine again and the 

chocolate hit had worked!  I had 4.30hrs to complete 10miles which meant 

that I could walk a bit, run a bit. I stopped for the first time since my choc 

fest to take on water. It felt good on dry lips and getting a handful of Haribos 

each time I passed the aid station meant I didn’t take anymore gels for the 

duration.  I wanted to do this unsupported but realised when things start to 

go wrong and help is on hand, bite the bullet and use it! 

 

My final 2 laps were timed at 1.12.14 and 1.11.50 which signifies a bit of 

walking was involved. I’m happy to do this as it becomes a good rest for 

weary bones and tired muscles during an ultra. 

 

Crossing that line having achieved 50miles made me feel euphoric! I 

was greeted with a round of applause at 5am in the morning!!! A medal was 

put round my neck with a few “well dones”. I went to the bbq area and bought 

a cup of tea and a bacon and egg roll…… Heaven!!! 

 

I sat down and ate this around the camp fire, still burning, still warm and 

welcoming even though it had been the counterpoint of partying and laughter 

a few hours ago. I now sat there with a couple of other people on my right, all 

I think in deep thought, contemplating on our achievements through the 

night. 

 

Rain brought me back. Heavy rain. I felt instantly sorry for those still 

running. I rushed to my tent, climbed into the sleeping bag and for the next 

two hours listened to the thunderous downpour on canvas. I also heard the 

tannoy every now and again in celebration of another person achieving their 

goal. 

 

What an event!!! What a night!!!Whatever next???? 

 

Peter Colwill 
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It’s August - that time of year when 25,000 people congregate on 

two wheels over the former Olympic route from Queen Elizabeth 

Park to Pall Mall via The Surrey Hills, a 100 mile circular route 

on closed roads.  
At least that’s the theory - reality is a different thing. An earlier start time 

gives you more space on already very clustered roads. How do I know this? 

Because I’ve done it before, 2013, the inaugural year when my start time was 

85 minutes earlier than this year’s. I guess the difference between a ballot 

and a charity place is START TIME. My start time this year was 8.30 as I 

had a charity place (Red Cross). 

 

Everyone has start waves which are coloured and lettered, for example Black 

Wave L or Blue Wave R (which was mine) but I managed to tag along with 

my friend who was in Blue Wave F. Once in your ‘pen’ there is time to kill 

before your release to the start line, incredibly despite what looks abstract 

confusion, the timings went off like clockwork, before you knew it you were 

off and away to the sound of music blasting from speakers - it was Eric 

Clapton for us. 

 

I have been training with my friend Linda for a number of months and we 

had agreed to go part of the way together; a strategy that was [unknowingly] 

to backfire. Let’s say pacing oneself is key to completion in a ‘comfortable’ 

time. Linda, who was slightly quicker, had her own agenda and could make 

up marginal gains on myself; so for the first 25 miles after the initial warm-

up I really pushed the boat out. By the time we got to Hampton Court at 

10.00 I was beginning to wane slightly. However I was spurred on by a 

familiar sight greeting me as we crossed the bridge rounding the bend to a 

throng of Stragglers, who had spotted my friend but not myself. I soon put 
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wrongs to right by yelling “Mirella” and she waved with a big grin on her 

face. 

  

Linda and I had agreed to stop briefly at mile 30, just short of Walton, for a 

muscle stretcher. This ultimately turned into a photo stop as I collared 

someone into taking a pic. Before I knew it she had sped away and I was 

determined to hot foot her wheel. We were soon acknowledging the crowds at 

Weybridge but by Brooklands she had bolted off like a loose cannon making 

mince-meat of the undulations and storming down the hill. Before long she 

was out of mind, out of sight so I just ploughed on to Ripley, but had to pause 

at a water stop to replenish my bottle. Refreshed & refueled I was well on the 

way to cycling up Newlands, refusing to walk it, when guess who I met by my 

side? Linda again. Apparently she suffered cramp and had to be ‘nursed’ back 

on the road. 

 

At Newlands Corner I tore down the hill deciding I had time at Abinger 

Hammer to attempt Leith Hill, which I had bypassed on my first year. 

Unfortunately any thoughts of this had to go out the window as it was closed 

due to an incident, thoughts soon turning to the family of the person whose 

life had sadly been claimed on this notorious hill. 

 

From Abinger Hammer to Dorking there are a series of undulations. At one 

there is a small but very steep uphill section, which is where the first “cycle 

jam” started, too many people struggling with the sharp incline. Forgivable if 

this was just an isolated case but unfortunately it set the tone of what was to 

come as Dorking proved to be the next pinch point, getting through the town 

seemed to take forever. Luckily it didn’t take me forever to climb Box Hill. 

Despite feeling weary due to nutritional problems I was determined not to 

‘bonk out’ like on my first attempt two years ago. 

 

Once here I opted for a brief toilet break. Normally the final 30 miles go like 

a breeze knowing one is on the home straight. Unfortunately my tummy 

troubles persisted, I could barely get any fluids down and was forced to lower 

my pace due to fatigue. So much for trying to keep-up with the Jones’ eh, 

pushing myself trying to keep up with Linda had ultimately backfired as I 

was now paying the price! 

 

Forced to stop at Sandown I changed my drink nutrition and mercifully for 

the final 15 miles I was back on track, But it was too little too late. Although 

I was able to maintain this final s-t-r-e-t-c-h at 15mph I had lost too much 

time at Box Hill and Sandown but, as I was to discover later, Linda had 

suffered two more cramp episodes and had struggled cycling the final four 

miles. 
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I was glad when it was all over, drained, glad to catch up with a fellow rider 

at the end as well as Linda, who suffered another cramp episode on the grass. 

Unfortunately you can train for a long sportive but can never guarantee what 

conditions will hit you on the day. The unusually hot / humid weather, 

periodic cycle jams and nutritional problems, made it a memorable day out, 

just for all the wrong reasons. 

 

 

So will I do it again? Give it a year then ask me in 2017! 

 

 

Melanie Miller 
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Scenes from Macbeth 
 

"When shall we three meet again / In thunder, lightning, or in 

rain?"  Actually, none of the above, but a pleasant - albeit not 

baking - summer's evening. 
 

  
"Where the place? / Upon the heath." 

 Bushy Park? Close enough. A certain degree of hunting is needed to find 

registration. 

 

  
"For ruin's wasteful entrance".   

I'm truly sorry, whoever you are, I really am, I just couldn't resist... 
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"Thou liest, thou shag-hair'd villain!"   

You said you loved me! 

 

  
"drink, sir, is a great provoker of three things"   

But in deference to the good Father, I shall not elaborate further. 
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"on the quarry of these murder'd deer"   

Hmm, they seem very much alive to me, and not entirely interested in the 

oncoming horde. 

 

  
"runs against all reason"   

But the deer seem to think discretion is the better part of valour (whoops, 

wrong play) and the runners seem to have got away with it. 

 

  
"Outrun the pauser"   
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Merilyn is the first of our three to reach the end of the starting straight. 

 

  
"Our point of second meeting" Amanda next... 

  

Pay attention to the dark-skinned woman in the similar greeny-yellow top. 

This is Sharmila Franks, who we don't actually know, but who recognised 

Amanda on the start line as the woman from the Esher Church School 10k 

whose husband was taking photos! 

 

  
"A third is like the former"   

And here's Claire. I should stress that for those who know the Scottish Play 

by heart, please abstain from continuing the line. 
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"it takes away the performance"   

Ok, I tried to avoid this bit of the text earlier, but the bottle and its friends 

*are* almost last. 

  

 

 
"And last the hearty welcome"   

 

I mean, *somebody* has to be, but he's still well ahead of all the people 

sitting at home watching TV and stuffing their faces with oven chips! 
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"That will be ere the set of sun."   

They take a loop while I go straight on, which is why I stand a chance of 

getting there first. 

  

 
"What wood is this before us?"   

They'll figure it out with the aid of the marshals. Me, I have nothing but local 

knowledge (ok, and GPS) to get me were I need to go. 

 

  
"Lead our first battle: worthy Macduff"   
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No, I can't get there ahead of the first runner! Some of these guys are 

demoralisingly fast even when you're riding a bike! 

 

  
"Look to the lady"   

Merilyn definitely in the lead at the Diana fountain. 

 

  
"O gentle lady / 'Tis not for you to hear what I can speak"  

Which is, err, Merilyn's ahead of you, darling :-( 

 

  
"And so I do commend you to their backs. Farewell."   
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Claire is still at the back of our group for now; but we're only half-way and a 

lot can happen yet... 

 

  
"The victory fell on us".   

This is who you have to beat, girls! First lady at 26:25 according to the clock, 

but officially her gun time is 26:26 and her chip time is 26:24. But either way, 

she's well in the female lead despite being a virgin (err, I mean, Sports 

Systems have no other data whatsoever for her than this.) 

 

  
"That swiftest wing of recompense is slow / To overtake thee"   

See that woman ahead of Merilyn? That's Sharmila, who was with Amanda 

at the start. 

 

  
"thou art so far before / That swiftest wing of recompense is slow"   
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Darn! This is the second race in succession that Claire has been behind 

Amanda all the way until the bit where it counts. 

 

  
"As whence the sun 'gins his reflection."   

Amanda is reflecting... On what, I couldn't say. 

 

  
"And there an end."   

Despite everything, it's a course PB! Amanda's not actually that keen on 

short, fast races, especially as the summer humidity really doesn't help with 

her asthma, so she's pretty pleased when she can get her breath back again. 

It's still a touch frustrating that her friends did even better, but hey, let's find 

a race with some really vicious uphills [calling Dr Rob!] and she'll be showing 

everyone how to do it again. 
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"your little ones"   

Merilyn has not hung about chatting, she's got in the T-shirt queue, because 

she doesn't want to find there are no small sizes left. This does seem to be a 

frequent complaint, that too many races have too few small shirts, or the 

'smalls' are too big in the first place. Merilyn is shorter than Amanda and 

Claire, who are both a bit above average height for women, but all three are 

in complete agreement on this. Last year, Claire got one of the *children's* 

shirts and it fitted her better than the adult sizes! 

 

  
"When the hurlyburly's done"   

The good news is that Amanda and Claire can both get smalls too, although 

we won't know until it's too late if they're small *enough*. 
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"Prithee, peace."   

We go to the bar when there's almost nobody there. The reason for this is that 

no matter how paranoid my ladies might be, they're still in front of most 

people, male, female or yet to make up their minds. 

 

  
"I dare do all that may become a man"  Err... "I'll get in the queue..."  

We chose our time... *wisely*. 

 

  
" as homeward he did come"  Err, 'she'... 
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"Silver'd in the moon's eclipse"   

 

Yes, well, it's gold rather than silver and not eclipsed at all, but you know, 

considering Shakespeare wrote the play several hundred years before the 

2015 Wedding Day 7k, they work pretty well together! 

  

 

Steve Rencontre   
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Up Coming Races 
 

September 

Sat 5: Surrey Road Relay: Wimbledon 

Sun 6: River Relay 

Sun 13: Surrey Bacchus Marathon and Half Marathon: 

Sat 19/Sun 20: Aldershot Relay 

Sun 20: Adidas Run Reigate Half Marathon 

Sun 27: Barns Green Half – West Sussex 

Sun 27: High Weald Challenge - 50k ultra: close to Tunbridge Wells, Kent 

 

October: 

Sun 4: Royal Borough of Kingston 10 Miles 

Sun 4: Tunbridge Half Marathon – West Kent College 

Sat 10: Surrey League XC race 1: men and ladies at North Park, Banstead 

Sun 18: River Thames Half Marathon – Walton Bridge 

Sun 25: Fleet 10k – Hampshire 

Sun 25: Oxshott 10k – Ron Hill Surrey Classic series race 1 (Dave Denton 

organised races) 

 

November: 

Sun 1: Nonsuch Park 10k – Ron Hill Surrey Classic Series race 2 

Sat 7: Surrey League XC: men at Epsom Downs 

 

December: 

Sun 13: Horton Park 10k – Ron Hill Surrey Classic race 3. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


